Simplify assembly and operation in your pharmaceutical and single-use biopharmaceutical fluid transfer applications with Nordson MEDICAL’s new patent-pending manifold. The first multiport manifold on the market, CYLINDRAFlow™ features a one-to-one relationship between the inlet port and the five available outlet ports. The large flow selector is effortless to turn and locks in place with a clearly marked arrow assuring you that the flow path is set up correctly.

BUY ONLINE AT NORDSONMEDICAL.COM/SHOP

Put CYLINDRAFlow™ Manifolds to the test and replace your older assemblies like ganged stopcocks and multiple leg arrangements of fittings and pinch clamps.

Nordson MEDICAL specializes in single-use components. Check out our full line of bioprocessing fittings to find the component that’s right for your application.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
- Can accommodate up to 5 fluid lines
- Flow directed to one port at a time
- Consistent pressure as fluid moves around and through the ports
- Intuitive push-to-turn flow selector
- Easier to use and fewer leak points than stopcock and Y connector manifolds
- Materials meet USP Class VI and ISO 10993 criteria
- Can be daisy chained for additional ports
- Arrows to provide a clear indication of how to turn the flow selector and which port is in use